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Bio
Todd is a Principal and the Director of Healthcare Consulting at HOK. In this role, he is responsible
for developing and implementing HOK’s global health care consulting strategy. In his 15+ years of
health care experience, Todd has developed expertise in finance, strategy and operations and
worked in a variety of settings, including academic medical centers, community hospitals, insurance
organizations, government agencies, physician groups and medical device companies.
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Asia, program validation for Sweden’s major teaching hospital, strategic master planning for a 140
acre health and wellness campus, and service line strategic planning for hospitals and health
systems. His goal is to help clients effectively address a wide range of strategic, operational and
financial challenges and opportunities in the context of a rapidly evolving health care market.
Prior to joining HOK, Todd was instrumental in the development of the healthcare consulting
practices at Sg2 and
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prior experiences also include tenure at Cap Gemini Ernst & Young and the Rush System for Health.
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Organizations that continually excel across these four key areas have shown an ability to
create sustainable success – that is create a platform for growth, performance and
branding.
Finding the patients = Identifying the market potential, your target markets and strategy
Getting the patients = Making sure those target patients make it to your organization
(facilitation contracting
(facilitation,
contracting, logistics)
Delivering the care = right services, right amenities and high quality
Enduring = Adjusting to market conditions and maintaining a constant state of performance
improvement
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There was a movie from many years ago that repeated the phrase “if you build it they will
come”
Contrary to popular belief, this is not the path to successful medical tourism projects
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While demand is rising, so to is the interest of countries and providers around the world.
Finding growth will take more than building an attractive facility filled with high technology
(although that isn’t a bad start)
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As competition continues to increase, the ability to succeed is reduced. This is countered
by:
1. Identifying new markets
2. Offering a differentiated product
3. Reducing competitors in market (e.g. government rationing)
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Establishing a strong strategic vision will provide the foundation for aligning limited
resources to achieving the organizational goals. What do you provide, who do you provide
it to and how does your business model optimally support the effort?
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Many organizations find success in carving out very specific market/service segments. This
approach allows for differentiation in customers minds. However, the target segments and
the execution strategy have to be strong enough to support the growth.
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Identifying who your customers are and focusing business development will further
strengthen your effort.
Potential clients might include:
•Patients
•Insurers
•Employers (self insured)
•Referring
Referring physicians,
physicians particularly in primary care
•Governments
•Medical tourism facilitators
•etc,.
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Given a large and increasing portion of patients research health information online,
coupled with the relative unknown nature of foreign providers, the organization’s web
presence needs to be first rate.
Beyond the presence, the ability to interact electronically is critical. In a recent study we
did for a major US hospital in medical tourism. We queried 10 competitors via email posing
as a patient to get information on procedures and cost. Several providers did not respond
at all
all, and many that did provided only partial information.
information This is lost business in the real
world.
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Some organizations have built very robust departments for facilitating the interactions and
servicing of patients up to and after the hospital encounter. They have developed country
specific approaches to account for cultural and market opportunities.
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Finding and getting the patients to the door is only half the challenge. One particular
aspect of care delivery that will continue to be challenging is the staffing – staff and
physician shortages are increasing globally. This is compounded by the challenge of finding
physicians that can deliver the level of quality and patient interaction necessary.
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Healthcare is technology and capital intensive. Increasingly technology improvements are
being funded out of operating returns. This increases the need for operational efficiency –
you may not be the lowest cost provider in the world, but you need to be lowest cost
possible to generate returns for reinvesment.
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Patient environment – what is the right level given the target market? When does it
become financially unsustainable.
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Quality has to be first and foremost on the agenda. Not just organizational performance,
but also individual physician performance. Patients, insurers and travel facilitators want to
know the abilities of the specific individuals providing care. JCI accreditation is just the
minimum requirement. What is your organization doing to measure, improve and track a
wide range of quality metrics?
Case and point – Toyota built a brand around low cost and high quality. Failure to maintain
this level of performance as evidenced with the recent recalls is estimated to cost the
company more than $2B
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The risk and potential negative impact for healthcare providers is even more acute.
When searching on Google for Bumrungrad, one of the biggest and most respected medical
tourism health systems in the world, the number three result is “Bumrungrad Hospital
Death 2006”. Irrespective of the details of the case, potential clients can’t miss this when
searching out a hospital provider. I can guarantee this has cost the organization patient
volume.
(See earlier slide showing importance of internet to health information research by
patients)
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In this brief presentation, I have tried to present a case and an approach for a
comprehensive process to succeeding in medical tourism. This approach is about more
than delivering quality and low cost and is designed to create enduring organizations – that
is organizations that can capitalize on the initial surge in medical tourism as well as succeed
in the increasingly competitive and complex market.
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When you look at organizations that have built strong brands in the medical tourism space,
they have done so by pursuing a comprehensive approach. Yes, they do have particular
aspects about their location, organization or strategy that differentiate them in different
ways – but if they relied solely on these aspects they would not be as successful as they are
today.
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While this presentation has been directed more to the providers, successful efforts rely on
many different stakeholders contributing in meaningful ways – from easing the movement
of patients, resolving contractual issues and strengthening communication. Within the
context of the comprehensive approach, there are opportunities to contribute and excel for
all of these parties
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HOK is a global provider of planning, design and delivery solutions for healthcare
environments. Our team includes specialists in strategic and operational modeling along
with recognized experts in medical planning, research and healthcare design. HOK provides
integrated solutions responding to new protocols of care and changing care delivery
models.
www.hok.com

